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A must browse for anybody who loves a child with special needs! Tali also includes several articles she has
written about additional ways to help your son or daughter and a whole section on "Taking Care of You. It
offers families with simple video games they are able to do with the youngster to connect and invite their
unique self to blossom in a great and natural method. or just something for parents to accomplish on their
own (since so most of us feel unsure of what actions to take with our child when not in therapy or simply
cannot afford a therapist to teach us aswell). This book can easily become a element of any design of
intervention plan from ABA, RDI, Sonrise, etc. I even recommended to my close friends about the
suggestions in this book. I have spent a lot of time researching and going to seminars on ways to work with
my son and how to help him progress. I am a mother of a child with both Straight down syndrome and
autism.! I believe the advice given right now there is vital and parents should read it monthly to make sure
they are keeping up with their own needs. Play to Grow! What I really like is that it provides divided play
into developmental phases and that is very helpful when thinking of video games to play with my 2.5 year
old. Each activate is explained nicely with variations and that means it is so simple to implement. I was
struggling for suggestions and this book was gold for me personally! Very few books talk about that and
mainly they talk about the challenges of autism or what kids cannot do but it has a very positive feel to it.
Primarily, it encourages enjoying your child and being non-judgemental. They enjoy it too. We love this
book We love this book! We are employing this book to health supplement our son's Sonrise system for his
autism. Great! Tali and Abby are spot on in their guidance. Receiving this publication was such something
special! The games are therefore much fun and very specific to the level of each kid. It lets you choose what
abilities you want to work on, what motivates the child and gives tips about how to be effective. I would
recommend it to any parent performing play therapy with their kid! Clear, easy to understand. As you play
the video games in the reserve, you will find that Tali is actually teaching you how exactly to come up with
a lot more games of your own, making it easier so that you can connect with your child in a manner that is
normally meaningful to him or her. This book of over 200 games grows with your child because they grow
in their skills, passions, and abilities. I wish I could provide this as a gift to EVERY parent, actually to those
without autism in the family members! It is a valuable resource and I'm looking forward to reading their
next reserve. My child is usually in stage 0-1 and there is usually barely . It's amazing just how much
children, typical or special needs, learn through something seeing that simply a playing.. Worth it!. Great
idea book! How are they carrying out this? It's the perfect complement for Sonrise, or any plan working with
both autistic and regular children. Good! Therefore whether your child has been diagnosed on the autism
spectrum or you've been on this journey a while, Tali Berman provides video games matched to where your
child is in their development today, whether they are not yet speaking or will work on having
conversations.It is a single of my top 10 must read tips for any family suffering from challenges!! My child
is definitely in stage 0-1 and there is normally barely absolutely nothing there for usStuff as parents we play
with him anyway Great book! My son responded instantly to the games we've tried. Would be great with
some illustrations/photos but that could have raised the purchase price hence i'm happy as it is.Perfect for
Son-Rise & non Son-Rise programs. This book offers some amazing ways that parents or even teachers can
play with ... This book offers some amazing techniques parents or even teachers can play with children to
greatly help them grow developmentally. I am a school psychologist and use this book to provide many
resources in my parent trainings! Strongly suggested. This is an excellent book! What I love the most is that
it also discusses attitude in the play room as I think that is key. Just what we needed! I really like how easy it
was to find out what level my child was at and may choose what actions to use with him. Most importantly,
because of just how she writes guidelines for every game, she not only makes it easy to choose a game that
will use your child's motivation, but also enables you to find games that will address your specific goals for
your son or daughter. Great Book! This is a great book! This is a great book! We look forward to choosing
our games each week! Great book I Love it it had been really a good thing to have a friend told me about



any of it and i ordered it right away. They are performing the very factors that are outlined in Play to Grow.
Our son has almost totally recovered from his autism, but we were at a standstill with fine-tuning his social
skills. Not only will be the games valuable, however the introduction and the appendices contain critical
information for growth and a far more peaceful and joyful journey. Realizing that interaction is a key
component to facilitating growth, this book has used me from a location of "Personally i think as well
overwhelmed to start out" to "I could picture myself carrying out this". The overall game descriptions are
very short and all of the products are neatly detailed, which is very helpful. This book would be helpful for
not merely for autism, but other special needs as well. This is an excellent book! As a pediatric occupational
therapist having worked ... A++++ This has been an excellent resource for ideas for games and activities to
play with my 9 yo daughter in her playroom as well as with peers and family. As a pediatric occupational
therapist having worked with kids on the spectrum for 30 years I've frequently struggled with having the
time to help parents develop a good home system (which, of program, is vital). This book gives parents tons
of great games and also advice on how to adapt games and important notes on how best to interact to help a
child engage more completely. I also love the section in the back regarding looking after yourself. I love it.
It is very easy to get dropped in the hectic, stressful, other-oriented aspects of life that you lessen your
effectiveness, enjoyment and stamina upon this journey. Love this book! This book works wonders! Very
easy to use and the games are well-planned and fun (my child approves). This is a great tool to make use of
on it's own or with the ICAN! Deep Dive program--we utilize them together and it's really been amazing for
my son. Therefore much brand-new interactive play. In my own journey I have met many parents who have
or are along the way of recovering their children. Fantastic Games Made to Make It Better to Play With and
Connect to Your Awesome Kid! I often refer to it and get great ideas to play with my children. is a beautiful
reserve that is an essential resource for just about any parent or instructor seeking to connect to a child with
autism. We are also using them with this typical children plus they like them. It's so useful. I have
recommended it and lent it out to others who are simply beginning their journey and everyone has found it
very useful! And we're so excited to try even more as we view his social skills strengthen. Just a great,
simple and concise book filled with activities that can be done with your child without the rest of the fluff
that may paralyze a family in the first days of finding a diagnosis.
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